ALLOCATION OF RESEARCH SPACE PLAN
INTRODUCTION

The University of Tennessee Health Science Center (UTHSC) has the tripartite mission of patient care, education and research, with the overarching goal of promoting the welfare of the citizens of Tennessee, the Nation and the Global Community.

Meeting the current and future needs of the University’s biomedical research program requires optimal usage of research space (a valuable and limited resource) throughout UTHSC. To accomplish this requires an open and transparent process that guides the assignment and usage of space. Moreover, there needs to be a clear procedure for the solicitation and allocation of research space that is consistent with existing metrics. The following general principles and guidelines will be used to make recommendations in these processes. The ultimate use and allocation of research space is the responsibility of the Chancellor. The Chancellor has entrusted the responsibility for the oversight of research space guidelines to the Vice Chancellor (VC) for Research. Using the space formula, the VC for Research shall, following vetting the research space survey data with the Deans, report annually to the Chancellor on research space availability and utilization. After a three-year monitoring period, and thereafter at three-year intervals, the VCR will make recommendations to the Chancellor regarding space allocation to the colleges based on the formula. Once space allocation to the colleges is determined by the Chancellor, the Deans or their designees will then assign allocated college research space to their faculty. College space allocations by the University (Chancellor) will consider the space formula, new start up commitments to colleges and individual faculty, and new defined initiatives in research space allocation. It is expected that, in general, the Deans and their designees will commit and reclaim space to faculty, using the general guidelines of the space allocation plan.

SPACE ALLOCATION CONSIDERATIONS

In determining the allocation of research space to a faculty member, the type and scope of research as well as the building where it is conducted should be carefully considered. It is understood that some types of research (e.g., dry laboratory computer-based vs. wet laboratory research) require more or less space than others. Given the ever-increasing complexity of contemporary research, it is common for individual investigators to need more space than in the past to accommodate multiple procedures or approaches (e.g., behavioral testing, physiology, microscopy). Some types of research are better suited to enclosed rooms dedicated to a single investigator while other types of research are better suited to a large open bay arrangement that is more conducive to sharing of space and equipment among multiple investigators. Additionally, individual assignable laboratory modules or units in different campus research buildings have different square foot (ft²) footprints. Also, there are differences in the quality of research space and support facilities due to the age of the building, and thus, more competition for space allocation in newer, state of the art buildings with pristine core facilities than older buildings.
Finally, allocation of research space should include consideration of issues related to proximity of animal vivaria and the specifics of animal use conducted by the investigator (e.g., research that can be accommodated within LACU protocol rooms vs. research that must take place in the investigator’s lab).

The space utilization guidelines in this document were developed in recognition that, presently, the single largest source of external funding at UTHSC is via NIH, and that R01 type grants account for the majority of this funding. In this regard, the Institutional Space Committee assessed the laboratory space allocations in a number of buildings necessary to support the research of PI’s with R01-scale funding, and developed a modular wet laboratory space allocation unit based, in part, on these data. This is not to say that other types of federal and private funding are of secondary importance. Actual recommendations of space allocations will be scaled up or down from this modular guideline depending on the total amount of funding irrespective of the source. The metric formula for the Chancellor’s review of lab space assignment to the colleges will be based on extramural awarded modified direct costs (MDC) averaged over a three-year period. Although the level of extramural funding, building and type of research are key factors in the space allocation formulas below, other sources of research support (e.g., gift and development funds, endowments, pilot project funds) should also be considered by the Deans and Chairs in their actual space assignment to faculty. It is also recognized that the cost of various types of research can widely vary (e.g., research conducted in mutant animals vs. mutant microbial cell culture systems) and hence funding levels alone are not always indicative of research significance or the amount of space required to pursue a funded research project successfully. In addition, some laboratories provide research experience for students, fellows (including clinical fellows), and mentored faculty who are not necessarily supported by the PI’s funding, and the number of such personnel using the space should also be factored into the assignment by the college Deans and Chairs.

The amount, quality and type(s) of campus research space are continuously evolving and it is recognized that the allocation guidelines and formulas will need to be re-evaluated at three-year monitoring intervals. In particular, campus research space will undergo major transitions over the next three to five years as some research buildings (Crowe and Mooney) will go off-line, some will be renovated (Nash/Nash Annex building), and new research space has become available (Translational Science, Pharmacy, Cancer and Van Fleet buildings). During this time, groups of investigators will be given temporary space that may not be compatible with the metric formulas below. We recognize that current reporting does not distinguish wet vs. dry laboratory space and some dry laboratory research may take place in wet laboratory space and vice-versa. For this reason, the determination of dry laboratory space currently remains a work in progress and the guidelines below may need revision when more specific information becomes available. Similarly, a thorough analysis of space for clinical research will be necessary for planning future growth and space allocation in this area.
SPACE ALLOCATION METRICS

It is important to recognize that the formulas below are considered as guidelines for allocation to individual faculty members by their Dean and Chair. On the other hand, the three-year evaluation process will use these formulas for the Chancellor’s determination of space allocations to the colleges.

Class A Space:
This category designates newer campus research buildings (i.e., <10 years old); e.g., Cancer Research, Translational Science, and Pharmacy buildings. The recommended MDC formula is $250/ft^2$, which translates to 1000 ft$^2$ per R01 equivalent, exclusive of faculty and research staff office space. For the open bay floor plan in the Translational Science Research Building, the recommended allocation is three bay units per R01 equivalent, plus use of shared equipment and storage rooms, and use of tissue culture rooms. Within three years the Nash and Nash Annex should come on line as class A space.

Class B Space:
This category designates older buildings renovated, refurbished or upgraded in the last 10-15 years (e.g., Wittenborg-Johnson, Molecular Science, and parts of the Van Fleet building). In several of these buildings (e.g., Wittenborg and Johnson), office space separate from the laboratory is not available, and this reality should be taken into account when precise recommendations are developed. The MDC formula is $192/ft^2$, which translates to 1300 ft$^2$ per R01 equivalent, exclusive of faculty and research staff office space.

Class C Space:
This category designates antiquated buildings with intermittent or even frequent infrastructural problems (including core equipment and support facilities); e.g., the Coleman building and the Boling Building. It is recognized that such problems will impact research productivity. The MDC formula is $167/ft^2$. This translates to 1500 ft$^2$ per R01 equivalent, exclusive of faculty and research staff office space.

Dry laboratory space:
The recommendation for dry laboratory space allocation is 50% of the respective R01 wet laboratory space for each Space Class: $500/ft^2$ for Class A, $384/ft^2$ for Class B, $334/ft^2$ for Class C.

Additional Considerations:
• New faculty will receive research space equal to one R01 equivalent, as specified below, unless additional space is negotiated in the appointment letter. Specific arrangements in the faculty member’s appointment letter may supersede the formulaic guidelines. This space will be assigned for a minimum period of five years. Faculty members are expected to be actively submitting grant applications during this period of time.
• Following the process outlined in the *Allocation of Credit for Externally Funded Research Grant Award* procedure, the modified direct costs on a grant award will be apportioned to the Principal Investigator, and other Investigators on the research team, for the purpose of space allocation.

• Deductions or allowances. Common use and storage areas (cold-warm rooms, ice makers, autoclaves, centrifuges, freezers, core facilities, etc.), general staff offices, conference rooms and other areas that are not primary laboratory space are excluded from the formula.

• It is recognized that some buildings lack separate office or “desk space” space for faculty members, lab personnel, and students, and, thus, research and office space are one and the same. This reduction in the available research space footprint will be factored into, i.e., excluded from, research space allocations. That is, student and other research staff office space will be excluded from the formula with a recommended 50 ft$^2$ discount, each.

• A faculty member’s office space will be excluded from the metric calculations using a recommended area of 150 ft$^2$ discount per faculty.

• Award or “credit” dollars for UTHSC faculty who do not have UTHSC assigned space in which they perform their research (e.g., Le Bonheur and the VA) will not be counted in the departmental and college space metric calculations (although the dollars will be reported as part of a department’s and college’s overall funding performance).

• Awarded or assigned “credit” dollars to faculty with no assigned research space will not be counted in the departmental and college space metric calculations (although the award or credit dollars will be reported as part of a department’s and college’s separate overall funding performance).

• Specific faculty-dedicated “specialty research space” (e.g., vivarium procedure space) will be counted as equivalent to laboratory space. As such, the space utilized by a faculty member will be applied to the utilization metric calculations.

**ANNUAL SPACE REVIEW**

1. **Overview**
   A. Following receipt of the end of the fiscal year award data (on September 1), and the UT System Annual Verification of Space Inventory (around October 1), the Office of Research will generate an annual accounting of the space currently assigned to both the colleges, and the departments within the colleges, and the status of that space relative to the space utilization funding metrics. Space utilization will be evaluated separately for wet and dry space. The accounting will include:
   1. For each faculty member with UTHSC research space allotted to them, the data from the prior year on all grants and research space including:
      • Award number
      • Funding Source
• MDC for the previous year for each grant
• Grant termination date
• Total assigned space per faculty member used in calculating individual utilization ratio

2. For each faculty member, the utilization ratio based on appropriate metric; e.g., for Class B wet lab space, if the MDC $ value divided by the PIs total wet lab ft$^2$ (MDC/ ft$^2$) is greater or less than $192/ft^2$.

3. For each department, data from the prior year including:
   • The number and status of active approved faculty searches pertaining to the department’s total space assessment
   • Total assigned research space
   • Total assigned research space minus appropriate discounts
   • Total assigned space based on research category (wet and dry)
   • Total discounts by research category
   • Total square footage applied to metric by research space category

4. For each department, the annual utilization ratio based on appropriate metric for each research space category.

B. The research space for all new faculty, independent of their extramural support will be excluded from a department’s metric calculations for five years.

C. Allocation of space for the recruitment of new faculty members. For every approved position to be recruited, up to an R01 equivalent area will be excluded from the department calculation. This discounted space will only be added to the assigned total if the space is, indeed, available for use.

D. Laboratory space that is required for college accreditation (i.e., for student or fellow research or training) will be retained, and be excluded from the department’s metric calculations.

E. Office space will be provided to each faculty member regardless of whether that faculty member is heavily involved in teaching, research or clinical service. Faculty office space is excluded from faculty member and department metric calculations with a 150 ft$^2$ discount per faculty member.

F. The annual space accounting will identify the occupants (i.e., research staff: students, technicians, fellows, mentored faculty) of any space that is predominantly assigned to a single PI. Research staff office space within the laboratory space will be excluded from the formula with a 50 ft$^2$ discount each.

G. Upon receiving the draft annual accounting, College Deans and Chairs will provide, within 60 days, corrections to reflect changes in, for example, faculty occupying different areas, and to identify any errors in the accounting. Chairs may also request corrections based on changes in the condition of specific areas.

H. Final corrected data will be provided to the Chancellor for review and discussion with the Deans.
2. Purpose of Annual Review
   A. Provide transparency by giving each College Dean and Department Chair a yearly assessment of its standing relative to the space metrics and ample warning should space be at risk for future reclamation (see Triennial Review).
   B. Provide each College Dean and Department Chair with information relevant to requests for additional space, or space of different types, to meet the changing needs of the investigators and departments they supervise.
   C. Although many issues impact specific intra-department space assignments, the review can help College Deans and Department Chairs identify potential areas where space could be used more efficiently.
   D. Provide an opportunity for departments and colleges to identify assigned space that no longer meets their needs, and therefore, might be renovated, released or exchanged.

TRIENNIAL REVIEW

1. Overview
   A. In order to achieve campus research goals and objectives, space allocations will be reviewed on a triennial basis to assure the most efficient and effective alignment with the research mission and to allow for growth of successful programs. Following receipt of the end of the fiscal year award data (on September 1), and the UT System Annual Verification of Space Inventory (around October 1), the Office of Research will generate a triennial accounting of the space assigned to the both the colleges, and the departments within the colleges, and the status of that space relative to the space utilization funding metrics. Space utilization will be evaluated separately for wet and dry space. The triennial accounting will include:

1. For each faculty member with UTHSC research space allotted to them, the data from the prior three years on all grants and research space including:
   - Award number
   - Funding Source
   - MDC awarded by year for each grant
   - Grant termination date
   - Three year rolling average MDC awarded by grant based on appropriate metric
   - Total assigned space per faculty member
2. For each faculty member, the three year rolling average utilization ratio based on the appropriate metric for research space category.
3. For each department:
   - The number and status of active approved faculty searches pertaining to the department’s total space assessment
   - Total assigned department research space
• Total assigned research space minus appropriate discounts
• Total assigned space based on research category (wet and dry)
• Total discounts by research category
• Total square footage applied to metric by research space category

4. For each department, the three year rolling average utilization ratio based on appropriate metric for each research space category.

B. Within 60 days of receiving the triennial information for review, Deans and Chairs will provide corrections, as noted above in the Annual Space Review, to generate completed results.

2. Process and Actions

A. As noted above, awarded MDC for wet and dry research space categories will be individually averaged for each category over the previous three years and divided by the respective target metric value (both for individual faculty members within a department and the department as a whole). These calculations will yield a value that represents the total square footage earned by each faculty member, and each department and college, by research category.

B. The completed results will be reviewed by the Institutional Research Space Committee for consideration of any process or procedural issues. A final report containing any committee recommendations will be provided to the VC for Research within 30 days. The VC for Research will consult with the Chancellor regarding any committee recommendations.

C. Allocation and reallocation of space by the Chancellor will be conducted on a college level rather than investigator or laboratory basis. Allocation and reallocation of space based on wet and dry research activities will be evaluated and applied to space decisions independently.

1. For each research category (i.e., wet or dry), a college whose existing research space allocation for that category is within 10 percent (i.e., ±10%) of the amount of space determined by the calculated funding metric will maintain their existing space.

2. For each research category (i.e., wet or dry), a college whose research space allocation for that category is greater than that determined by their calculated funding metric, the Chancellor, in conjunction with the Deans, will determine the amount of space to be reclaimed by the institution. Note that, the decision regarding the actual relocation of investigators and laboratories will be the province of the Dean and Chairs. The reclaimed space will be an amount equal to that in excess of the calculated funding metric based on all of the above provisions and limitations present in the actual calculations. It is expected that reallocation will occur within three-six months (but no sooner than three months) of a Dean being informed that a college’s space allocation is being reduced.

3. For each research category (i.e., wet or dry), where a college’s research space allocation is less than the calculated metric for that category, the Dean may apply for
additional space, as outlined in the space allocation plan. The VC for Research will consider actual space needs and the status of ongoing recruitments in his/her development of recommendations for the Chancellor. Specific space location will be determined thematically as much as possible.

4. It is recognized that reserve space is needed to act as swing space during periods of renovation, and to be available for recruitment of new faculty, individual faculty expansion due to increased funding, and/or for staging purposes (e.g., renovations or emergency relocation). Colleges should maintain 10-30% of their total assignable research space vacant for these purposes. This reserve space may exist either within individual departments within a college allocations or be removed from individual departments and controlled by the College Deans. In addition, as the above process is retrospective in nature, it does not provide a method for allocating space to departments for investigators receiving new funding. Space to support newly funded research will, at the request of the Chair and with the approval of the College Dean, be reviewed outside of the regular three-year assessment cycle. In such a circumstance, if the department housing newly funded research controls space that exceeds the metric as a result of the new funding, extra space will be considered for support of that research.

REQUESTS FOR NEW SPACE

It is recognized that high-level recruitments (department chairs and faculty, center directors) will require direct negotiation for space between the Dean and the Chancellor with advice from the VCR; This only applies to research intensive recruits in the research-intensive colleges. In his/her advisory role to the Chancellor, the VCR is to be a facilitator in the identification of research space to support these new recruits or programmatic growth.

1. Requests for additional research space must originate from the Department Chair and be forwarded to the VC for Research Office with supporting documentation from the College Dean. The exceptions to this will be Institutional Cores, in which case the Core Director should submit the request to the VCR; and in the case of recruitment of Research Institute Directors, the VCR will recommend space allocation to the Chancellor.

2. Requests for additional research space from Chairs and Deans should contain the following information:
   A. Purpose of space:
      • New faculty
      • New instruments
      • New Cores
      • Expand research space of existing faculty due to increased funding
      • Thematic allocation of space for a group of investigators
• Other (e.g. additional office space for research staff, laboratory prep areas, etc.)

B. A description of the type and size of space needed.

C. Documentation of why the current space allocation and usage is insufficient for the research need. Depending on purpose, documentation should include, but is not limited to:
• A brief justification of need
• Current standard performance ratio for the unit based on the defined metrics. Anticipated increase in performance ratio if request for space is due to increased funding of existing faculty or hiring of new faculty with funding
• Grant award notice for new instruments, expanded funding of existing faculty, hiring faculty with funding
• For a new faculty hire: if no existing space is available within a unit for a new faculty hire, then the unit director should submit the space request prior to obtaining recruitment approval
• For new institutional cores: approval of the Institutional Core by the VC for Research is required

3. Priorities for new space will be based on several factors including, but not limited to:
• Existing commitments by the College Deans to Department Chairs
• Availability of space to accommodate requests
• Funding to justify new space
• Research priorities as laid out in the Strategic Plan
• Appropriate justification

APPEALS

In cases of unresolved disagreement on the amount and/or location of space allocation or reallocation, appeals should proceed as follows: faculty to the Chair, Chair to the College Dean, and if still unresolved College Dean to the VC for Research. The VC for Research will ask the Institutional Space Committee to review the appeal and make a recommendation. The VC for Research will then make a decision. Should a Dean dispute the decision of the VC for Research, he/she may appeal to the Chancellor who will be provided the Space Committee’s recommendation and will have the final word.
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